
One of a billion sleeping 
Calm in the dark I‘m waiting 

When comes the sunshine of my life
 

I like to pulse and move around
500 seconds for one round 

I‘m longing for the rays of dawn 
 

He likes to surf on solar waves 
With speed of light he hits my place 

The photon helps me on my way

Bring Bring Bring Bring Bring Bring 
Bring me... Bring me right into life Bring me... Bring me right into life 

Ooh, I have to moveOoh, I have to move
Can‘t resist to the light Can‘t resist to the light 
Ooh, I can‘t prevent it - Ooh, I can‘t prevent it - 

Ooh, I gotta go Ooh, I gotta go 
I like the Age of SolarityI like the Age of Solarity 

 
My motor‘s running without stop

There‘s only one way left to go
I‘m trembling with velocity 

 
I see the light, I feel the heat 

I realise the energy 
I love the stream that‘s pulsing

powerful through me

FLAME OF BURNING FIREFLAME OF BURNING FIRE

Bring Bring Bring  Bring Bring Bring  
Bring me...Bring me... Bring me right into life Bring me right into life 

Ooh, I have to moveOoh, I have to move
Can‘t resist to the light Can‘t resist to the light 
Ooh, I can‘t prevent it Ooh, I can‘t prevent it 

Ooh, I got to go Ooh, I got to go 
I like the Age of SolarityI like the Age of Solarity 

 
Then we come together... magical! 

Sparks are flying and the stream is on 
Restless part of sunlight energy 

Everyone needs current flow to be

This is the dawning of the Age of Solarity 
This is the dawning of the Age...   

I like to pulse and move around 
Together we are so much more  

My motor‘s running without stop 
I can‘t prevent, I got to go 

Together we are so much more
There‘s only one way left to go 

I can`t resist, I can‘t ignore 
This is the dawning of the Age of Solarity 

This is the dawning of the Age...

Age of solarity
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Imagine to be a photovoltaic electron:
That‘s what you feel during night and day


